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Head Tracking
If your wego A speech-generating device is equipped with head tracking, it is ready to use out of the box! Review the settings below to customize this access 
method with your own personal preferences.

Settings
To enter Settings, select Menu > Settings > Scroll to the section titled Head Pointing.

Tracking Speed:  The speed at which the cursor moves when tracking head movement.

Cursor Shape: Cursor indicates where you are moving across the screen.

Off-Screen Indicator: Appears when the cursor is off the screen and you are not being tracked.

Trigger Action:  This action makes the selection on the screen.
Hover:  Look towards the button you want to select and continue to look until the blue circle completes itself.
Hover Time: Adjust how long you must hover over a button before it is selected.
Blink:  Blink your eyes to select the button.
Mouth Open: Open your mouth to select the button.
Eyebrows Up: Raise your eyebrows to select the button.
Tongue Out: Stick your tongue out to select the button.
Smile:  Smile to select the button.
Frown: Frown to select the button.

Trigger Sensitivity: The amount of movement needed for activation. High sensitivity requires less movement; Low 
sensitivity requires more movement.

Trigger Indicator: Gives feedback upon selection.

Highlight Buttons: Provides an outline around the button that is being tracked.

Cursor Adjustment:  Allows for cursor adjustment when the person is not directly in front of the device.
Defaults: Resets cursor settings to default. Used when the person is directly in front of the device.
Center:  Ability to center the cursor based on position of the person using the device. For example, if the 

device is mounted off center to the left, use this setting to reset the center of the cursor.

Cursor Smoothing: Compensates for movements or tremors. High smoothing requires more head movement; Low 
smoothing requires less head movement.

Pause/Resume:
To pause Head Tracking, select Pause in the top toolbar. To resume Head Tracking, select Resume.

Proper Positioning: The top of the device 
should be even with the top of the user’s 
head. The device may be placed to the side, 
or tilted down if placed on a high table.
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Note: If Hover is selected as the Trigger Action, you cannot use Head Tracking to resume. You must have assistance to touch Resume 
to continue. If these instructions do not match your current vocabulary set, please contact Technical Support for assistance. For more 
information about the TouchChat and features, please see https://touchchatapp.com/support/articles/faq/quick-reference-guide 
TouchChat ® is a registered trademark of PRC-Saltillo. All rights reserved.

Need help? 877.392.2299 Option 3 support@talktometechnologies.com talktometechnologies.com
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